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1. ADAMS, John Couch. The scientific Papers … edited by William Grylls
Adams … with a Memoir by J.W.L. Glaisher. Cambridge, University Press, 1896 [–
1900].

2 vols, 4to, pp. I: liv, 502, II: xxxii, 646, with 4 pp. facsimiles of Adams’s autograph
notes and 6 folding charts, with a steel stipple-engraved frontispiece portrait to vol.
I; a fine copy unopened in publisher’s blue cloth, spines lettered in gilt; very slight
rubbing at extremities, minimal sunning to spines; with ‘in memoriam’ plates to
upper pastedowns. £175

First edition of the posthumously published collected papers of the Cambridge
mathematician and astronomer, JohnCouchAdams (1819–1892). ‘In retrospect
Adams’ many mathematical and astronomical achievements pale in comparison to
his analysis of the orbit of Uranus and his prediction of the existence and position of
Neptune at the age of twenty-four. Much of his later work has been superseded, but
as the co-discoverer of Neptune he occupies a special and undiminished place in the
history of science’ (DSB).

For Adams’s original paper onThe Observed Irregularities in the Motion of Uranus
(1846), see Dibner 16.



SexManual fromCock Lane

2. [ARISTOTLE’S MASTERPIECE.] TheWorks of Aristotle, the famous
Philosopher. In four parts. Containing, I. His complete Master-Piece:
Displaying the Secrets of Nature, in the Generation of Man. To which is
added, The Family Physician… II. His Experienced Midwife: Absolutely
necessary for Surgeons, Midwives, Nurses, and Child-bearing Women. III.
His Book of Problems… IV. His Last Legacy… A New and improved
Edition. London, Printed for ArchibaldWhissleton, Chiswell-street, [c. 1815].

4 parts in one vol., 8vo, pp. 216; a few woodcut illustrations in the text; top portion
of title excised with loss of the printed word ‘The’ and an ownership inscription;
small tear to outer margin ofM4 (with loss of one or two characters), some scattered
foxing, nevertheless a good copy; bound in contemporary sheep; worn, small loss to
leather to both boards; contemporary ownership inscriptions in both pencil and ink
of ‘Elizabeth Wright, Cock Lane, Smithfield’ to upper pastedown, silk bookmark
loosely inserted. £650

A very rare edition of the four popular pseudo-Aristotelian manuals on
procreation, gestation, and childbirth, with a contemporary female
provenance.



Aristotle’s Complete Masterpiece, the most influential of these texts, was the first sex
manual in English when it first appeared in 1684, and was reprinted multiple times
throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It discusses various topics,
from the purpose and pleasures of sex (groundbreakingly acknowledging women’s
sexual pleasure), to virginity and fertility, pregnancy, childbirth, and ‘monstrous
births’ (exemplified by the woodcuts on pp. 61-64). Aristotle’s Experienced Midwife
(first 1700) was apparently ‘translated’ (i.e. edited, with some of the text drawn from
Nicholas Culpeper) by the self-trained popular empiric William Salmon (1644–
1713), a prolific author of domestic medical treatises. The Book of Problems was a
medieval compilation of questions and answers on natural history, with only a few
devoted to reproduction. The final part,Aristotle’s Last Legacy, which first appeared
in around 1720, was in effect a digest of the Masterpiece. These texts were all
frequently reprinted, but all printings are uncommon, and some have no doubt
vanished entirely; surviving copies tend to be in mediocre condition at best.

Cock Lane, a small street in Smithfield in the City of London, was notorious for
being the site of legal brothels throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
and of illegal ones even after the Vagrancy Act of 1824, when convicted prostitutes
could be sentenced to up to one month’s hard labour. It is not unlikely that the
Elizabeth Wright who owned this copy was a sex worker, trying to protect herself
from unwanted pregnancies and venereal diseases.

No copies recorded onLibraryHub. OCLCfinds only two copies, at theThomas
Fisher Library, Toronto, and at the Library Company of Philadelphia.



with Contributions by Johnson

3. BARETTI, Giuseppe. An Introduction to the Italian Language.
Containing Specimens of both Prose and Verse ... with a literal Translation
and Grammatical Notes ... for the Use of those who ... attempt to learn it
without a Master ... London, Printed for A. Millar, in the Strand, 1755.

8vo, pp. xi, [1], 467, [1]; Italian text and English prose translation on facing pages;
outer margins of first and last couple of leaves browned by the glue employed in the
binding, otherwise a very good, clean copy, bound in contemporary sprinkled calf,
spine in compartments decorated gilt, red morocco lettering piece, small chip at
head of spine, restored; armorial bookplate of Sir Edmund Antrobus, probably the
second Baronet (see below). £650

First edition. Giuseppe Baretti (1719–1789) offers a fine range of examples for
learning Italian selected from twenty-seven authors, including Castiglione,
Machiavelli, Galileo, Boccaccio, Ariosto, Tasso, Michelangelo, Petrarch, andMilton
(one of his Italian sonnets, a choice perhaps prompted by Johnson). Johnson met
Baretti shortly after he came to England in 1751, and their long and close literary
friendship is well known. He made some contribution by way of preface or
dedication to most of Baretti’s books. Here the preface and the footnotes on pages
48 and 198 were attributed to Johnson by James Crossley in Notes and Queries in
1852; the consensus now is that Johnson wrote only the opening paragraphs of the
preface, but ‘there is no strong reason to doubt the footnotes’ (Fleeman).



Provenance: Sir Edmund Antrobus, second Baronet (1792–1870), educated at Eton
and St John’s College Cambridge, was a banker at Coutts. He served as trustee for
GeorgeWatson Taylor for several slave-owning plantations and as executor of Tully
Higgins for the Blenheim estate in British Guiana, in which roles he was involved in
claiming £57,536/-/11 in 1835 and 1836 as compensation for the emancipation of
enslaved people (see UCL Legacies of British Slavery).

He inherited in 1826 the Amesbury estate, including Stonehenge, purchased the
previous year by his uncle Sir EdmundAntrobus, first Baronet, FRS FSA. The estate
remained in the Antrobus family until 1915, when it was sold at auction to a local
Salisburyman, Cecil Chubb, who had reportedly attended the sale with instructions
from his wife to buy chairs, but bid on impulse and acquired Stonehenge for £6000.

Fleeman, I, 483-5; Courtney &Nichol Smith, p. 73; Chapman &H
azen, p. 139; Hazen, Prefaces, pp. 12-15.



an un-EnlightenedUtopia

4. [BARSANTI, Pier Vincenzo.] Della futura rinnovazione de’ cieli e della
terra e de’ suoi abitatori libri tre. [Florence,] Stamperia Bonducciana, 1780.

4to, pp. viii, ‘160’ [i.e. 260]; title copper-engraved with decorative border and large
armorial cartouche, copper-engraved initial E (showing St Peter’s Basilica), woodcut
ornaments and initials; some spotting and browning in places, and minimal
marginal worming to final few leaves (not affecting text); a very good, clean copy,
uncut in contemporary carta rustica; binding somewhat browned and worn. £685

First edition of this utopia by the Tuscan Dominican Pier Vincenzo Barsanti.

Barsanti (fl. before 1784), professor of theology at the episcopal seminary of
Cortona and then prior of the convent of Santa Caterina in Livorno, bases his book
on work he had presented previously to the Accademia Etrusca of Cortona, the vast
scope of which made it ripe for expansion. Over the course of three books, he
speculates about matters ranging from the fate of unbaptised infants to human
reason, the tendency of philosophers and poets to plagiarise sacred texts, the art of
navigation, and the possibility of the plurality of worlds.

A contemporary reviewer, in theGöttingische Anzeigen von gelehrten Sachen of 1781,
was unimpressed by Barsanti’s efforts: he ‘may have meant well with his book; for us,
on the other hand, he has rewarded us so little for the trouble of reading it, that we
have not even found in it so much as a new, pleasant, plausible dream, let alone a
tenable, newly thought or articulated idea … What we have learnt from this book is
that the sun of scientific culture, even in enlightened lands, generally will only
illuminate a narrow strip, and that many monasteries have yet to receive a ray of it’
(p. 1208 trans.).

OCLC records seven copies in North America, at Stanford, Chicago, Oklahoma,
Penn State, Harvard, Wisconsin, and the Dominican House of Studies in
Washington DC.



5. BIGAGLIA, Marco Antonio. Capitulare legum notariis publicis
Venetiarum, et ex parte aliarum civitatum serenissimi Veneti domini
impositarum a Marco Antonio Bigalea … accuratè, integrèque collectarum,
ipsis non solum, verum & iudicibus, advocatis, causarum procuratoribus,
aliisque in Veneto foro versantibus admodum utile, & necessarium… Venice,
Andrea Poleti, 1689.

4to in 8s, pp. [20], 252, [32 (index)]; full-page copper-engraving of the Venetian lion
on verso of a10, woodcut allegory of Justice on title, woodcut initials; somemarginal
dampstaining in places, sporadic spotting, but otherwise clean throughout; in
contemporary carta rustica, title in ink on spine; binding stained and marked;
contemporary ink ownership signature of Joseph Antonio di Donatis on front free
endpaper. £850

First edition of this collection of the laws and regulations applied to the
activities of the sixty-six notaries of Venice and her surrounding territories.

The laws and decrees included range in date from 1258 to 1689, and cover every
aspectof the notarial profession inVenice, showing theways inwhich it had changed
(and indeed remained the same) across more than four centuries. The relationship
of notaries to monastic houses, evident in the thirteenth century, disappears from
later entries, while towards the end of the fifteenth century the language changes
falteringly from Latin to Italian, remaining consistently in the vernacular from 1514
onwards. The work as a whole is an invaluable resource for Venetian legal and social
history; it tells us, for instance, whowas at various times eligible to be executors (and
in what capacity – for instance, although officers of scuole and the priors of hospitals
could only act as executors in a personal capacity, female wardens of scuole did just
that as early as the thirteenth century).

Little is known of the compiler, aside from that he was a member of the College of
Public Notaries at the time of publication.

Outside Continental Europe, OCLC records copies at Columbia, Illinois, and Yale
Law.





Pirated by Pope

6. [BOLINGBROKE, Henry St John, Viscount.] Letters, on the Spirit of
Patriotism: on the Idea of a Patriot King: and on the State of Parties, at the
Accession of King George the First. London: Printed for A. Millar … 1749.

8vo, pp. xi, [1], 9-251, [1]; with half-title; first and last few leaves foxed, but a good
copy in contemporary polished calf, neatly recornered and rebacked preserving the
old spine, gilt red morocco lettering-pieces; ink ownership inscriptions of James
Bunn (contemporary) and Thomas Bunn (later); bookplate of the broadcaster and
bibliophile D.G. Bridson, with a few passages marked by him in the margin in
pencil. £375

First authorised edition, following a suppressed piracy byPope. Written in 1738
for the Prince of Wales, the manuscript had been entrusted to Pope, who had it
printed, to Bolingbroke’s fury: he bought up the entire edition and had it burnt in
October 1744 (only two imperfect copies survive, at the British Library and
Princeton). He later issued this edition, with a preface reproaching Pope (though he
is not named directly) for his ‘breach of trust’.

Bridson would have read this volume as part of his research for The Filibuster: a
Study of the political Ideas of Wyndham Lewis (1972), in which he mentions that
Lewis ‘admits to having toyed with the idea of a Patriot King as predicated by
Bolingbroke’.

Rothschild 414.



7. [BROWN, John.] AnEssay on Satire, occasion’d by theDeath ofMr. Pope.
London, R. Dodsley, 1745.

4to, pp. iv, [5]-30, [31-32]; copper-engraved vignette to title; title and p. 32 worn
and dust-stained, tear to upper corner of pp. 29-32 with loss of pagination; modern
cloth-backed boards with drab paper sides, spine lettered in gilt, patterned
endpapers; ink shelfmark to head of title. £175

First edition. Thiswas the second appearance in print of John Brown, whowas later
to achieve eminence as the author ofAnEstimate of theManners and Principles of the
Times (1757) and to be invited to St Petersburg by the Empress of Russia as an
educational visionary. The poem, in the skilful heroic couplets that the subject
demands, begins, as it were, whereTheDunciad left off:

Fate gave the word, the cruel arrow sped,
And Pope lies number’d withthe mighty dead.
Exulting Dulness ey’d the setting light,
And flapp’d her wing, impatient for the night …

The poem is in three parts: the first, on the theory of Satire, expounds the principle
that satire should be a ‘faithful surgeon’ but ‘kind, even in vengeance kind to virtue’s
foes’; the second provides ‘Rules for the conduct of Satire’, including Justice and
Truth, Decency of Expression, and Variety of Stile’, while a long prose footnote here
comments on Shaftesbury’s theory of the ridiculous (Brown was later to publish an
entire Essay on the Characteristics); the third part is a history of satire from the
Greeks and the Roman satirists Horace and Juvenal to Erasmus, Donne, Dryden,
and Boileau.

…then plain Donne in honest vengeance ’rose,
His wit refulgent, tho’ his rhyme were prose:
He ’midst an age of puns and pedants wrote
With genuine sense, and Roman strength of thought.

Finally, ‘mighty Pope’ – ‘tomake thy genius known, // All pow’r is weak, all numbers
– but thy own’. Warburton thought highly of theEssay and included it in his edition
of Pope. ESTC T33340; Eddy 2; Foxon B502.



Pre-PublicationManuscript

8. CASTI, Giovanni Battista. ‘Il novelliere Italiano versificato ossia le
piacevoli e curiose novelle in ottava rima del celebre sigr. abate Giambattista
Casti poeta cesareo.’ ‘Vienna, 1788’.

Manuscript on paper (watermark ‘G.B. Vicenza’ and post horn in crowned shield),
in Italian, 8vo (180 x 129mm), ff. [394], very neatly written in brown and red ink in
a single hand, occasional decorative ornaments; a very little marginal worming
towards end, a little browning, a very few light marks; overall very crisp and clean in
contemporary printed patterned paper; some surface losses to spine and covers, and
splitting to joints; label pasted to front free endpaper. £750

A handsomemanuscript compendium of a selection of the wittyNovelle galanti
of the Italian poet and satirist Casti, apparently compiled at Vienna two years
before the first partial edition was printed at Rome in 1790. An interesting
witness to theNovelle’s circulation in manuscript prior to publication, which would
repay careful textual analysis.

After establishing his reputation at Rome as an Arcadian poet, Giovanni Battista
Casti (1724–1803) moved to Vienna as poet laureate to Joseph II, Holy Roman
Emperor, in succession to PietroMetastasio. Here he remained, except for a sojourn
in St Petersburg, until his move to Paris in 1798.



Composed in ottava rima from the 1760s until the end of his life, the
philosophically materialist and often licentious Novelle galanti satirise relations
between the sexes, while keeping socio-political issues constantly in view. Forty-
eight appeared in the Paris edition of 1804. Twenty are collected here, together with
two further poetical compositions, by an anonymous compiler, whose preface states
that the Novelle were shared only with Casti’s close friends and have thus been
collected here with ‘much difficulty’.

The contents of the manuscript are as follows: ‘La bolla di Alessandro VI’;
‘L’Arcivescovo di Praga’; ‘L’Anticristo’; ‘Le brache di San Griffone’; ‘Endimione e
Diana’; ‘Madonna Geltrude ed Isabella’; ‘Don Diego Alvagno de Malaguria’; ‘La
comunanza’; ‘L’Aurora e Titone’; ‘Monsignor Fabrizio’; ‘Pandora e Prometeo’; ‘La
fata Urgella’; ‘Il diavolo nell’ inferno’; ‘Il maggio’; ‘Il quinto evangelista’; ‘L’arcangelo
Gabrielle’; ‘Donna Irene e Don Sempronio’; ‘La bella Circassa’; ‘L’incantesimo’; ‘La
figlia senza giudizio’; ‘Memoriale dato per celia ... in occasione della vacanza dell’
arcivescovato di Vienna’; ‘Epistola ... scritta da Napoli ad’ una dama in Roma’.





9. [CERI, Giovacchino Domenico.] Prodromo all’estirpazione del
pirronismo dalla ragion civile d’Italia. [Florence?] 1769.

8vo, pp. xvi, 96; dampstain to upper corner of the first few gatherings, small stain to
foot of §6, paperflaw to lower margin of C2 (not affecting text); nonetheless a good
copy in contemporary carta rustica, some light wear and dustsoiling. £450

Only edition, uncommon, of this analysis of the political and legal organisation
of Italy, and proposals for its improvement, by the Prato lawyer and historian
Giovacchino Domenico Ceri (1734–1798).

The first part addresses the causes and consequences of the unfortunate state of
Italian jurisprudence, and wonders why, in such enlightened times, Italy persists
with the system it has. Ceri argues that a new code of civil law is required, and, in
the second part of his book, describes how Italian legislation and jurisprudence
might be reduced to a simpler and better system. Acknowledging the difficulties and
the varieties of opinions about both the necessity of and the approach to reform,
Ceri looks to Bacon, Leibniz,Montsesquieu, andWolff, as well as to other European
states to present a plan for improving the legal system, before proposing some
general guidelines for how to approach reform, emphasising the centrality of legal
education in the process.

No copies recorded by OCLC outside Italy.



Bradman Tamed
an Extraordinary Souvenir of an ExtraordinaryMatch

10. [CRICKET.] ‘Australian Tour, 1930, Australia v Gloucestershire, at
Messrs. J.S. Fry & Sons Ltd. Athletic Ground, Bristol … August 23-25-26,
1930’. Bristol, Partridge & Love, [1930].

Scorecard (263 x 404 mm) printed in gilt on silk; right-hand side a little tarnished,
minor wear, especially in corners where possibly once affixed to wall, but still a
striking example; mounted on board, framed and glazed. £325

A fine copy, gilt-printed on silk, of this commemorative scorecard of one of the
most extraordinary tour matches in cricket history, played between
Gloucestershire and the Australian tourists who, with Donald Bradman leading the

way on his first tour of England, had just won the Ashes 2-1. The two leading
batsmen of the time, Bradman and Wally Hammond, were on opposing teams, but
heavy rain made for a sporting pitch, and Bradman made a total of 56 runs in the
match, as Australia were bowled out in the fourth innings for 117, ensuring the
match was tied. Wally Hammond was later to describe the match, in which he top-
scored in the second innings with 89 afterGloucestershire’s dismal first innings of 72
all out, as the most exciting of his career, and it was the only time between 1912 and
1956 when Australian tourists failed to win a county match.

The match quickly entered Gloucester cricket mythology; far more people
remember the denouement than would have fitted into the Bristol ground, many
commemorative scorecards were printed, and a bookwas even published in 2021 (G.
Wolstenholme, An Historic Tie). We have, however, been unable to locate any
scorecards as elaborate as the present silk one.



Drawings by the Designer of the Istanbul Tünel

11. GAVAND, Eugène Henri. Album of technical drawings executed at the
École Centrale des Arts etManufactures. Paris, November 1857 – June 1859.

Large oblong album (495 x 680 mm), comprising 54 leaves of thick paper each with
technical drawings to rectos executed in ink, many enhanced with watercolour, with
accompanying text and scale, signed ‘E. Gavand, constructeur’ and with ink stamp
of the École Centrale des Arts et Manufactures; some foxing to first leaf, occasional
slight marginal dampstaining and light marks, one leaf projecting from fore-edge
with consequent wear; overall very well preserved in contemporary quarter black
cloth, marbled paper sides, spine lettered ‘Plans’ in gilt, marbled endpapers; areas of
loss to spine and covers, upper hinge split, small label pasted to upper cover. £2500

A splendid collection of technical drawings executed by the eminent French
engineer EugèneHenri Gavand while a student at the École Centrale des Arts et
Manufactures in Paris. Gavand (1836–1889) is famous for building the Tünel in
Istanbul, the second oldest surviving subterranean urban rail line in the world, after
the London Underground.

Born in eastern France, Gavand was educated in Paris at the Collège Ste Geneviève
and then at the prestigious École Centrale des Arts et Manufactures, from which he
graduated fourth in his class in July 1859. This album showcases his work at the
École from November 1857 to June 1859, comprising fifty-four extremely
accomplished technical drawings, many attractively highlighted with watercolours.



The album opens with three plates showing conventional colours and designs
employed to depict mechanical, constructional, hydraulic, and topographical
elements in technical drafts (e.g. iron, steel, brick, concrete, woodland, and
marshland). These are followed by drawings of steam-powered pistons, gears,
boilers, cranes, dams, pile drivers, steam-powered dredgers, suspension bridges,
geared hoists, a town hall (with front elevation, plans of the ground and first floors,
and a transverse section), tunnels and wagons, ventilation systems (including for a
hospital), railway stations, and waterwheels. The railway stations at Tours and
Nantes and the bridge at Bouchemaine also feature.

Following graduation, Gavand worked for railway companies in Portugal,
Venezuela, and Romania. InMay 1867 he visited Istanbul as a tourist andwas struck
by the lack of easy means of communication between Galata and Pera, the capital’s
twin commercial hubs. Granted a concession in 1869 to build a funicular railway,
Gavand completed his famous Tünel in January 1875. His subsequent career saw
him win a bronze medal at the 1878 Exposition Universelle and work on draining
the marshes to the west of Marseille.

Given his work on the Istanbul Tünel, Gavand’s drawings in this album of tunnels
and railways are especially significant.

See P. Oberling, ‘The Istanbul Tünel’ inArchivumOttomanicum IV (1972), p. 217 ff.





12. GORINI CORIO, Giuseppe. L’uomo. Trattato fisico morale … diviso in
tre libri. Primo libro: l’esser dell’uomo. Secondo libro: le passioni dell’uomo.
Terzo libro: i doveri dell’uomo. Lucca, [‘presso A.R.’,] 1756.

4to, pp. 1-168, ‘159-480’ [i.e. 490]; with additional copper-engraved title; 9 large
copper-engraved emblematic vignettes as headpieces, woodcut initials; light
spotting and browning in places, and the odd marginal dampstain or tear, but a very
good copy; in contemporary Italian vellum over boards, spine speckled brown, red,
and green and gilt in compartments, lettered directly in gilt; some wear and
dustsoiling. £685

First edition of this hefty attempt to reconcile Biblical truths with the findings
of modern philosophy and reason, soon after placed on the Index librorum
prohibitorum.

The Lombard philosopher and playwright Giuseppe Gorini Corio (1702–1768)
works from the basis that divine decrees could bXactlye demonstrated through
human reason, influenced especially by the work of David Hartley. The text is
divided into three books, dealing in turn with human existence (physical
characteristics, original sin, and the soul); the passions (love, knowledge, ambition,
temptation); and finally ethics (starting with a statement of human equality and
then discussing, among other matters, the vices, original sin, the importance of arts,
languages, and culture, the origins and power of law, and the nature of political
power).

L’uomo was placed on the Index in 1759, and its reputation now rests largely on its
French translation, published as L’anthropologie in 1761.

Outside Continental Europe, OCLC records four copies only, at UCLA, Chicago,
Cambridge, and Oxford.





onGoodGovernment
a Croatian Statesman updates Aristotle

13. GUČETIĆ, Nikola (orNiccolò Vito di GOZZE, Niko VITAGOZZE).
Dello stato delle republiche secondo la mente di Aristotele. Venice, heirs of
Aldus, 1591.

4to, pp. [56], ‘446’ [recte 444], [4]; woodcut device to title, woodcut initials,
ornaments, and head-pieces; paper flaw to lower margin in 3A3, very occasional
light staining; a very good, clean copy in contemporary limp vellum, ink titling to
spine; head of spine skilfully restored, endpaper renewed; late seventeenth-century
inscription of Lavinia Veterani Antaldi to title; small armorial stamp of the private
library of Francesco Maria Cardelli (died 1778). £3000

First edition, uncommon, of a Renaissance treatise on government outlined
following Aristotelian political thought, written by the Croatian statesman,
philosopher and science writer Nikola Gučetić (1549–1610).

Gučetić was born to a noble family in Ragusa (now Dubrovnik, Croatia), and
received most of his education there, as well as in Italy. He was an active and
prominent participant in his city’s political and cultural life, dealing in trade,
finance, and governmental matters and being, in all likelihood, the owner of the
biggest private library in Dubrovnik in his time. His devotion to the prosperity of
his city was matched by the trust he enjoyed, being elected Rector of the Republic of
Ragusa seven times. Pope Clement VIII awarded him an honorary doctorate in
philosophy as well a master's degree in theology. Gučetić was highly regarded for his
works related to philosophy, politics, sociology, and pedagogy. A fine Aristotelian
scholar, he wrote extensively about the philosopher’s works both natural (in fact
using them as aspringboard to write what is now considered one of the first scientific
dissertations onspeleology) and political. Gučetić was married toMarija Gundulić-
Gučetić, also a philosopher.



In this treatise Gučetić deals with the science of government ‘according to Aristotle’s
mind’: an interpretation, very much transformed and adapted to modern
circumstances rather than a commentary – organized in imaginary dialogues held
over eight days. Each day is devoted to a theme, from the excellence of mankind to
types of government, offices of state, transformations in states, roles and happiness
of citizens, and education of children. Aristotle is by no means the only reference: a
constant confrontation with Plato emerges in all chapters. The book ends with what
is effectively Gučetić’s own political treatise: two hundred and twenty-two
‘avvertimenti’ for the good governor.

OCLC finds a single copy in the US (Pennsylvania) and two copies only in the UK
(BL andManchester).



14. [HALL-STEVENSON, John.] Makarony Fables: Fables for Grown
Gentlemen. London: ‘Printed for Circulation among private Subscribers
only’, 1897.

8vo, pp. 258; top edge gilt, others uncut; a fine copy bound in 1970 by Sangorski and
Sutcilffe (stamp to front free endpaper) in quarter black morocco and scarlet cloth,
marbled endpapers. £100

Limited edition, numbered 172 of 300 copies, of this collection of satiric fables in
verse by the poet and satirist JohnHall-Stevenson (1718–1785), reprinted from the
original edition of 1768. Hall-Stevenson’s reputation relies heavily on his friendship
with Laurence Sterne, his contemporary at Jesus College Cambridge, both
appearing in Tristram Shandy and A Sentimental Journey as ‘Eugenius’ and
attempting to capitalise on his friend’s success by publishing sequels to Sterne’s
writings.



the Burial of Earthly Pleasures

15. LA SERRE, Jean-Puget de. Grab-Statt der weltlichen Ergötzlichkeiten,
einstens in Französischer Sprache zubereitet … anjetzt zu Nutzen derer in
die weltl. Freuden allzusehr verliebt- und der Französischen Sprache nicht
kundigen Seelen in die Teutsche übersetzt durch Gaudentium Glæser.
Regensburg, Johann Conrad Peetz und Bader, 1738.

12mo, pp. [6], 231, [1 (blank)]; with engraved frontispiece, engraved portrait on
verso of imprimatur leaf, and 5 further engraved plates; some light spotting and
browning in places, but largely clean throughout; in later eighteenth-century blue
boards, paper label (partly detached) on spine, and crossed out manuscript marks
(title?) on spine; some wear and staining, with slight loss to head of spine,
contemporary ink ownership marks on title, deleted. £475

First edition in German of Tombeau des délices du monde, by the French
dramatist and historian Jean-Puget de la Serre (1594–1665).

First published in 1630, and here in a version by the Bavarian priest and prolific
translator Gaudentius Glaeser, the Tombeau details the temptations and hazards of
five types of earthly delight. Each chapter is devoted to one of the senses, starting
with sight and concluding with touch, explaining ways in which the vanity of the
senses leads to moral and spiritual decay. Although essentially a work of asceticism,
La Serre’s book is also an interesting essay on aesthetics, discussing inter alia female
beauty (and how we might better thrill to something more appropriate), the seven
wonders of the world, the pleasures of music both sacred and secular, gastronomy,
and the nature of luxury. Each sense is illustrated with an engraving offering a hint
of its associated dangers.

OCLC records no copies outside Germany.





the Life of Theseus

16. MEURSIUS, Johannes. Theseus sive de ejus vita rebusque gestis liber postumus.
Accedunt ejusdem paralipomena de pagis atticis et excerpta ex v. cl. Jacobi Sponii
itinerario de iisdem pagis. Utrecht, François Halma, 1684.

3 parts in one vol., 4to, pp. 1: [8], 136, [12], 2: 52, [8], 3: 40; main title in red and black with
woodcut ornament, divisional titles, woodcut initials, head- and tailpieces, text in Latin and
Greek; small marginal chips to first few leaves, a little browning and creasing; overall very
good in contemporary Dutch vellum over boards, spine later lettered in ink; short split to
upper joint, boards slightly bowed; armorial bookplate ‘R.H. C.C.C. Oxon. Comm.’ (see
below) and inscriptions ‘pret. 7s’ and ‘A.J. &M. Atwood 1859’ to upper pastedown. £400

First edition of this posthumously published work by the eminent Dutch classical
scholar and antiquary Meursius (1579–1639), giving an account of the life and deeds of
Theseus, the mythical hero and king of Athens, including a chapter on his slaying of the
Minotaur.

The principal text is followed by various notes on ancient Attica gathered from Meusius’s
manuscripts, encompassing, for example, the cult of Heracles, the discovery of fire,
Marathon, Plato’s garden, and the place where Xerxes sat to watch the battle of Salamis. The
final part comprises Greek inscriptions collected by the pioneering French archaeologist
Jacob Spon (1647–1685).

Provenance: with the handsome early Jacobean armorial
bookplate of Robert Hoblyn (1710–1756, Franks 14910).
Born at Nanswhyden in Cornwall, Hoblyn entered Corpus
Christi College Oxford at sixteen, graduating as Bachelor
of Civil Law in 1734. Between 1742 and 1754 he served as
MP for Bristol. ‘Robert Hoblyn, a well-known book
collector, of an old Cornish family, made his fortune by tin
mining, supplying the brass working industry at Bristol, in
association with his father-in-law ... Returned as a Tory for
Bristol, he voted regularly against the Government and was
classed as Opposition in 1747’ (TheHistory of Parliament).
Hoblyn is not listed on Book Owners Online.



Pious Pawning

17. [MONS PIETATIS.] Constituciones del Real Monte de Piedad, que baxo
la proteccion de su Majestad Catholica ha erigido en la ciudad de
Barcelona… Barcelona, Francisco Suriá, [1751].

Folio, pp. [4], 12; title within typographic border with woodcut royal arms at head,
large woodcut of the Virgin Mary on verso, woodcut initials; neat paper repairs to
inner upper margin of last leaf and to outer margin of title; in modern blue cloth
with printed paper label to upper board. £650

First edition, extremely rare, of the
constitution of the first mons pietatis to
be established in Barcelona, granted by
Fernando VI on 28 January 1751.

First developed in late-medieval Italy,
charitablemontes pietatis (‘funds of piety’)
offered low-interest credit against pawned
goods, to keep those in need of short-term
financial aid from turning to more
exploitative lenders. The Real Monte de
Piedad was the first to be established in
Barcelona.

Not in Palau. OCLC finds one copy
only, at Barcelona.



Post-Napoleonic Papal Constitution

18. [PAPAL STATES.] Constitutio Sanctissimi Domini Nostri Pii PP. VII.
super restauratione regiminis pontificii. Rome and Ancona, ‘ex typographia
societatis Palmini’, 1800.

4to, pp. 32, [4]; some foxing and browning throughout, with manuscript page
numbers from a sammelband in upper corner of rectos; final two leaves are two
circolari tipped in; in recent red cloth, gilt-lettered paper label on spine. £250

Very rare Ancona printing, in the same year as the original Rome issue, of this
Papal decree issued the day after the restoration of the Papal States after two
years of the Napoleonic Roman Republic. The fall of the Republic was triggered
by the arrival in October 1799 of Neapolitan troops, but it was not until June 1800
that the Papal States were restored, and this constitution is a fully worked-out
statement of the ways in which the economy and legal system of the States was to be
organised. The volume sets out the organisation of public administration and the
roles of officials, the structure and competences of courts and tribunals, both civil
and criminal, and the procedures for the election of magistrates. Two circulars
tipped in at the end, both dated November 8, 1800, relate to the operation of the
Sacra Congregazione del Buon Governo and its role in restoring the form of
governance active before the French occupation, an occupation which was to be
renewed later in the decade.

This printing not inOCLC,which records the Rome printing at Toronto, UCLA,
Lyon,Maynooth, and the Biblioteca nazionale centrale in Rome; ICCU records one
copy of this issue, at the Biblioteca comunale Luciano Benincasa in Ancona.



with Irish Provenance

19. PLINY the Younger. Epistolarum libri X & panegyricus. Leiden,
[Bonaventure & Abraham] Elzevir, 1640.

12mo, pp. [24], 1-289, ‘300-414’ [i.e. 290-404], [28]; woodcut device le Solitaire to
title, woodcut ornaments and initials; a very attractive copy in late eighteenth-
century (Irish?) red straight-grained morocco, upper board lettered ‘Wogan
Browne’ in gilt (see below), spine gilt-ruled in compartments, lettered directly in gilt,
turn-ins roll-tooled in gilt with Greek-key motif, edges gilt, marbled endpapers,
ribbon place-marker; small scuff to spine; twentieth-century private collector’s
bookplate to upper pastedown. £450

First Elzevir edition, handsomely bound for the Irish politicianThomasWogan
Browne.

Thomas Wogan Browne (c. 1758–1812) served as a magistrate, and twice as high
sheriff of Co. Kildare. Politically aWhig and denounced as a United Irishman, pre-
emptive suspicions appear to have thwarted any intended involvement in the
rebellion of 1798. Among others he entertainedWolfe Tone, with whom in 1792 he
toasted ‘the spirit of the French mob to the people of Ireland’, and Thomas Russell,
whom he impressed with his ‘large and well chosen library’ (DIB).



Wogan Browne’s library, advertised as containing six thousand volumes, included
numerous Elzevirs and other examples of fine printing, several incunables and
manuscripts, and an extensive collection of Boccaccio. He appears to have had
several books similarly bound in red morocco, with his name gilt on the upper
board. On his death in 1812, the library was auctioned byThomas Jones of Dublin,
although we have not been able to identify this volume in the catalogue.

Castle Browne, which Wogan Browne had enlarged in the gothic style from 1788,
was inherited by his brother Michael Browne and sold soon after to the Jesuit Peter
Kenney to become the Clongowes College described in Joyce’s Portrait of the Artist
as a Young Man.

Willems 506; see Jones, Bibliotheca Browniana: A Catalogue of the valuable and
extensive Library of the lateWogan Browne, Esq., of Castle Browne (Dublin, 1812).



to the South Seas

20. SNOW, William Parker. A two years’ cruise off Tierra del Fuego, the
Falkland Islands, Patagonia, and in the River Plate: a narrative of life in the
southern seas ... London, Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts,
1857.

2 vols, 8vo, pp. I: xv, [1], 376, with 3 coloured plates and 2 folding maps, II: viii, 368,
with 3 coloured plates and a folding map; occasional thumbmarks and light foxing,
marginal foxing to plates, marginal tears to upper corners of vol. I pp. 13-16
(without affecting text) and vol. II pp. 185-188 (with partial loss of pagination);
overall good in original embossed blue cloth, spines lettered in gilt, advertisements
to pastedowns; vol. I skilfully rebacked with spine laid down, some wear to
extremities and light marks to covers. £850

First edition, with attractive coloured lithographed plates after drawings by the
author.

William Parker Snow (1817–1895) led an extraordinary life, living wild in the
Australian bush, saving a man from a shark attack off the coast of Africa, serving as
an amanuensis toThomas BabingtonMacaulay, and searching for Sir John Franklin
aboard the Prince Albert.

‘In 1854 Snow went to Patagonia in command of the South American Missionary
Society’s vessel Allen Gardiner, and for two years carried missionaries and their
stores between Tierra del Fuego, the Falkland Islands, and stations on the mainland.
This service ended in a disagreement between him and the superintending
missionary at the Falkland Islands, who deposed Snow from his command for
disobedience, and left him and his wife to find their own way to England. On his
arrival Snow published A Two Years’ Cruise ... which had some success, but he spent
the proceeds on an unsuccessful action against the missionary society’ (ODNB).

Hill, p. 1599; Sabin 85559.





21. [SWINDELLS, J. (publisher).] Blue Beard: Or, Female Curiosity, an
entertaining Fairy Tale. Manchester, Printed by J. Swindells, Hanging-
Bridge, [c. 1830?].

8vo, pp. 15, [1 (ads)]; woodcut portrait to title and 4 woodcut illustrations; single
folded sheet, uncut and unbound; a few light marks, outermost backfold a little
worn, nonetheless well-preserved. £���

A rare Manchester-printed chapbook, with the tale of Blue Beard charmingly
illustrated.

The publisher’s advertisements to the final page list Blue Beard and other ‘penny
histories’ available to ‘Shopkeepers, Hawkers, and Others’, as well a ‘the greatest
variety of children’s books, lotteries, slip songs, garlands, &c. &c.’.

Library Hub finds one copy only, at the British Library.





22. [THOMAS, Thomas Shenton Whitelegge, Sir.] Jubaland and the
Northern Frontier District. Nairobi, Uganda Railway Press, 1917.

8vo, pp. [8], 329, [1 (blank)] (some pages blank); one or two small marks; very good
in original green cloth, gilt-letteredspine and upper cover, pale pink endpapers; light
wear to extremities; War Office Library label to front pastedown and ink stamp to
title (with withdrawn stamps). £350

Rare overview of the territories adjoining the border between Somalia and
Kenya by Sir Shenton Thomas (1879–1962), the last Governor of the Straits
Settlements, composed during the FirstWorldWar.

‘The following report is an attempt to compile a consecutive account of the
administration of Jubaland and the Northern Frontier District from its
commencement to the end of 1916’ (p. 5). The various chapters cover the region’s
geography, population, and governance, ‘arms traffic’, transport and
communications, and ‘diseases of animals’. Thirty-two detailed ‘route reports’ are
also provided for the benefit of travellers, with comments such as ‘road bad’, ‘there
are three very dangerous blind corners, with a precipice on one side’, ‘in wet weather
the journey is decidedly risky’, ‘a guide should be taken’, &c.

OCLC finds only one copy in the UK (Cambridge University Library) and two in
the US (Columbia University and Northwestern University).



TurkishWars – the Schönborn-Buchheim–Atabey Copy

23. [UNGER, SalomoGottlob.] Geschichte des Oesterreich-Russischen und
Türkischen Krieges, in den Jahren von 1787. bis 1792. Nebst Aktenstuc̈ken
und Urkunden. Leipzig, Wilhelm Gottlob Sommer, 1792.

8vo, pp. viii, 280; sporadic light foxing due to paper quality, but a very good copy,
bound in contemporary half sheep, spine gilt-ruled in compartments, gilt lettering
piece, shelfmark labels at head and foot of spine; front pastedown with book label
(‘Franz, Graf von Schönborn’) of Franz, first Count of Schönborn-Buchheim
(1768–1841), Schönborn-Buchheim armorial library label with shelfmark, and
book label of Şefik E. Atabey. £1250

First and only edition, extremely rare, of this account of theAustro-TurkishWar
of 1788-1791, and of the concurrent Russo-Turkish war of 1787-92. It includes
the full texts of the Treaty of Sistova of 4 August 1791 and of a separate convention
attached to it, in both French and German. While the gains for Austria were
meagre, the end of the Russo-Turkish war, sanctioned by the Treaty of Jassy of 9
January 1792, effectively left Russia in control of the Black Sea.

Library Hub shows a single copy, at the British Library.

Atabey 490 (this copy); not in Blackmer.



the Finest Book Printed by Soncino

24. VIGERIUS, Marcus. Decachordum christianum, Iulio II Pont. Max.
dicatum. Fano, Girolamo [Gershon] Soncino, 10 August 1507.

Folio in 8s, ff. [7], CCXLVI, [16], bound without blank aa8; engraved title with
author’s coat of arms within elaborate border, 10 full-page illustrations (metalcuts?)
all within white-on-black borders, and 33 (mostly criblé) images in text (of which 6
repetitions); small hole to title neatly repaired, restoration to blank lower inner
corner of title, occasional foxing (mostly marginal), damp-staining to upper outer
corner of last few leaves, first 3 quires washed; modern vellum over boards (sig. aa
coming loose), spine lettered in gilt, edges stained red; sixteenth-century ink
ownership inscriptions to title (faded) and final page (‘di fr[at]e Antonio’) and
manuscript annotations in the margins of c. 18 pp., early-nineteenth century ink
stamps of Walter Ashburner, Florence, to aa2, F10v, and BB8v, early twentieth-
century bookseller’s ticket of La Bibliofila, Milan, to upper pastedown. £3000

First edition, a masterpiece of Italian renaissance printing and illustration and
the finest product of the Soncino press at Fano.

Marco Vigerio della Rovere (1446–1516) joined the Franciscan Order while his
great uncle Francesco della Rovere (the future Sixtus IV) was Minister-General of
the order. A professor of theology first at the University of Padua and then, from
1474, in Rome, Vigerio was elected Bishop of Senigallia in 1476 before being made
a cardinal in 1505 by his cousin, Julius II, to whom this work is dedicated.



Despite their fine execution, the attribution of the large engraved scenes
(proposed by Mortimer as metalcuts) from the Life of Christ remains
controversial. The initials ‘FV’, which appear in the Pentecost (the final
image of the sequence) and in one of the two alternating designs for
borders, have led to attributions to Florio Valvassore. This is rejected by
Essling, who points instead to the ‘L’ in the Nativity and suggests the
former initials represent ‘Fano urbe’. Some of the blocks were later
reused in other works: the Nativity block was reused by Luc’Antonio
Giunta for his 1511 Bible, where several new cuts are likewise
monogrammed ‘L’; the Annunciation block appeared in Adria’s De
laudibus virtutibus, printed in Palermo in 1515 by Giovanni and
Antonino Pasta.

The smaller cuts, depicting the Passion with distinctive criblé
backgrounds, are likely the work of a separate, similarly unidentified
hand. Of the thirty-three scenes, six are repeated; curiously, one
makes its second appearancewithChrist’s hand excised and another
inserted to show a different gesture; in another the head is visibly a
substitution, but does not appear in another configuration elsewhere in
the book (see front cover image).

Essling pt i, vol. II, p. 145, n. I; Sander 7589; Mortimer 537 (Soncino’s
‘finest book’).





the Adventures of a Doll

25. WETZELL, Madame. Les Matinées de la poupée, ou récréations d’une
petite fille. Paris, J. Langlumé, [1844?].

Oblong 12mo, pp. [2], [5]-47, [1 (blank)], with frontispiece and 6 hand-coloured
plates; light spotting, a small damp-stain to upper corner of first leaves, small tear to
lower corner of frontispiece (without affecting print); stab-stitched and attractively
preserved in contemporary paste-paper wrappers. £450

First and only edition, very rare, of a charming illustrated account of a girl’s
doll. Brillantine, a doll, is given to Célénie for company while her elder sister Alméa
is in Africa; the book recounts in detail their relationship over the course of a week,
from Brillantine’s arrival with the family d’Ervilliers (on Saturday 18May 1844), the
provision of her wardrobe and furnishing of her apartment (a cabinet overlooking
the garden), her education by Célénie, and their adventures meeting other girls and
dolls and going on a horse-ride.

The work ends with Brillantine’s departure and the promise of further stories,
subsequently published in 1848 as Les Soirées de la poupée, ou suite des ‘Récréations
d’une petite fille’. No copies traced in theUKorUS;OCLC records copies of both
works at BnF only.
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